
Agenda

- update on errata
- split key proposal
- profiles (Tim)
- 1.2
--- doc status
--- interop
--- extensions

Tim moves that we accept the agenda, Saikat seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, agenda is approved.

Minutes from last week were just sent out; so deferring until next week.

errata

a formal note needs to be sent out in an OASIS template
it would be a normative document which would need to approved as a CS document

Split key

- minor updates
-- object type is included in the create split key (in there to mimic create) (left it in there 
as of now)

Tim moves that we initiate a ballot to accept the latest split key proposal from Kelley. 
Saikat seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, motion carries. Bob to create ballot

new 1.2

- attestation with geo tagging (need to discuss next week) Kiran
- Complexity of rekey key pair is rather daunting (look @ what we have today for the 
functionality we provide)
-- need clarification of interaction between attributes and templates
-- OR cut it out; just too complex

Judy: Can look @ usage guide; but would like to see Bruce's comments
Usage of template in general is complex

Profile alternatives

Tim presents https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/kmip/download.php/
49060/KMIP-Profile-Library-Options.pdf

Profile conformance? SNIA testbed would be the way to move forward. Test cases are 

https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/kmip/download.php/49060/KMIP-Profile-Library-Options.pdf
https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/kmip/download.php/49060/KMIP-Profile-Library-Options.pdf


actually part of profiles

we will come back to it next week
-- single submission vs individual docs
-- contributions from 3rd parties

1.2 docs

around the 1st week of June we should have all the docs in draft form

alternatives:
- finish by EOM June; we could go to public review
- alternative is end of august to coincide with interop activites

Push for the 1st approach and go for public review by end of june

Interop calls should start in a couple of weeks

Extensions

- no formal process for registration of extensions that folks are not willing to take on
- some TC members are asking for a voluntary disclosure
- doing this as a folder within the committee is easy (no easy way to make it 'public' 
public from a visibility perspective)

come back to this next week

Tim moves that we adjourn, Bruce seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, we are adjourned.


